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HeatsavrTM is a transparent liquid pool cover that significantly lowers heat and 
water loss. The liquid forms a barrier on the surface of the pool that reduces 
evaporation. Our liquid pool cover formula has been tested and proven to be 
completely safe and effective.

HeatsavrTM is guaranteed to save heat and water in every pool. Energy savings of 
up to 40% can be expected on heated pools, and the conservation of water can 
be as high as 50% on all pools. Indoor swimming pools will also benefit from 
decreased humidity and lower cost of air handling and maintenance.

As the leader in the liquid pool cover category, Flexible Solutions has the extreme 
benefit of having over 20 years of experience, in which we have carefully tested 
our product to fine tune the ideal, most effective dosage rate. 

Commercial Swimming Pools

A commercial swimming pool in North America typically has 24 / 7 circulation, 
fluctuating bather loads, and regular splash-out. Taking all the factors and more 
into consideration, we developed a dosage rate of 1 ounce of HeatsavrTM per 400 
square feet of surface area, to be dosed on a daily basis to make up for any lost or 
biodegraded product.

The HS700, HS560 and the HS140 are all ideal solutions for commercial 
applications. Each container will easily adapt to the HS115 Automatic Metering 
System to allow for convenient, hands-free and reliable daily dosing.

Residential Swimming Pools

Backyard swimming pools do not have the same intense circulation systems as 
commercial pools, nor do they experience the same high bather load or splash 
out. For that reason, we developed a reduced dosage rate for this market.

EcosavrTM is specially designed to offer a simple, once a month application for 
residential swimming pools. The patented valve in Ecosavr’s fin allows for a 
slow release of the liquid cover over a 25-30 day period, which achieves the 
recommended daily dosing without the expense of installing an automatic 
metering system.

Residential pool owners can also opt to dose HeatsavrTM on a weekly basis using 
our HS420 and HS480. These bottles are specially designed to make the manual 
weekly dosage quick and easy.

With a residential swimming pool, this has proved a reliable dosage; however, 
when possible we still recommend a daily or continuous dosage system for best 
results.
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EcosavrTM is recommended for use on 
residential pools. 1 EcosavrTM will cover 
a 400 square foot pool, approximately 
15,000 gallons, for 25-30 days. 2 EcosavrTM can be used on pools up 
to 800 square feet.

Simply snip the fin, squeeze out any air that may be inside the fish, 
and let it sink to the bottom of your pool or place it in your skimmer 
basket.

A case consists of 60 EcosavrTM, divided into 4 display 
trays of 15 Ecosavr each. EcosavrTM can be placed on a 
countertop or hung on display.

EcosavrTM (99999)

Benefits of 
Liquid Pool Covers

Reduce Heat Loss
Keeps pools warmer, 
longer

Lower Energy Costs
Regardless of how you heat your pool

Conserve Water
Save on total water consumption

Decrease Humidity
Enhances indoor pool environment and 
helps maintain air quality standards



HeatsavrTM (HS420)

Each HeatsavrTM weekly dosage bottle is designed to make manual 
applicating quick and easy! Each 1 quart (32 ounce) sized bottle is 
designed to last a 400 - 600 square foot residential swimming pool 
for 2 months, at a dosage rate of 4 ounces per week.

Residential Weekly Dosage Options

HeatsavrTM (HS480)
The HS480 can either be manually dosed by 
pouring directly into your pool, or you can also 
hook it up to the HS115 Automatic Metering 
System for automatic application. 

Each case contains 12 - 32 ounce bottles.

The HS420 bottle is unique in that is has 
a built-in 1 ounce dispensing chamber for 
easy measurement.

Each case contains 12 - 32 ounce bottles.



The HeatsavrTM Kit consists of 4 - 35 ounce bottles of HeatsavrTM an 
HS115 Automatic Metering System.

Also included are a wall mount bottle holder, an installation kit and 
an installation manual.
 
The HS115 Automatic Metering System can be programmed to fit 
any pool’s size, shape and hours of operation.

HeatsavrTM Kit (HS140)

Automatic Metering
System (HS115 & HS230)
The Automatic Metering System is a 7-day
programmable peristaltic pump. Each 
system is custom programmable to exactly 
fit any pool’s size, shape and hours of 
operation. The HS115 unit is plumbed into 
the main return line and plugged into an 
115V AC Socket. The HS230 unit can be 
hardwired into your 230V electrical system.

The HeatavrTM Replacement Kit (HS140R) includes 4 
- 35 ounce bottles of HeatsavrTM.



HeatsavrTM (HS560)

HeatsavrTM HS560 is packaged in cases of 4 - 1 gallon (140 ounce) 
jugs and can be applied either manually or through the use of our 
HS115 Automatic Metering System.

HeatsavrTM HS700 is a 5 gallon (700 
ounce) pail that is designed for use on 
commercial pools, recommended to 
be paired with our HS115 Automatic 
Metering System.

HeatsavrTM (HS700)
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